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1)5.10
TRAC:KING INODEL OF AN ADAPTIVE LA'ITICE FILTER FOR A L1M AR (AflIRP

SIGNAL IN NOISE

Au% (" (#fri~ James R Ze'dler - and tWjuet H

Center for Ultra-High Speed Itegrated C ircuits and 'sen
Uniersity of California 'San tDiego, 1-3 Jolla A 92091~-040('

,)'w Nasal Ocean Systems, ( enter. Code 760i1 San Direo 'iCA9)

AmsTRAc'r %hen either the chirp ate orthe input noo oe is incrasd
The second stage PARCOR coefficient is kl ris e ssurinkic

This paper studies the behavior of the (PARCORI that the first coefficient has reached its siax'tate fler
(PARtial CORrelation) coefficients of the stochasitc accoraco Oi mdel is verifird b.% corn uie vmnTt;;Jion
gradient adaptive lattice filter in response to a complc\
linear chirp FM signal in white Giussian noioe A 2. THE STOCHASTIC GRADhIEiNT L.AIT1ICL MALTH
single-stage model for the behavior of the coefficients
is developed. and the recovery error is derived *\Iso. an T he lattice. filter structure it, be considerred is shown in

accurate model for a twko-stage filter is derived Figure I the lattice order recursion equations arc wis~cn b'.

ei(kinl el(kin - 1) K,erfk - In I1 (

ci,(kfn) ic,(ls - Is In ) K, K et (kin l.
I. INTRODUCTION 0,ko tkikr 1.i. t* 1. ~ t -.. k

The performance of adaptive filters for sinusoids in Stae Sat
%Nhite Gaussian no:se has been studied in 111.121 for The
LMS FIR filter and 131 for the Lattice Filter The tracking "k bit),,,

characteristics for a complex chirp signal hase been
investigated in 141.151.161.171 for the LMS and RLS Filters *I

In this paper. we %kill study the behavior of the PARCOR
(PARtial CORrelation) coefficients and the reco'er% error
of the SG (Stochastic Gradient) Adaptive Lattice Filter in K

response to a complex linear chirp signal in %hite Gaussian ,i-

'noise. The expected values of the optimal PARCOR
coefficients and a first-order, single-stage analytical model Figure I Lattice Filter Structure
of the expected values of the PARCOR coefficients based on
the SG update algorithm are derived and compared %sith Ttýe ýatt of Kl,.(L-) thnýt rrnirnrmiet he mean srquared
simulations. It is noted that the optimal model contains onl% forw~ard prediction error Eicf(klIn)i is 91%cr h.\
the chirp sinusoid component at iteration k Hovkeser
simulation shows that both the chirp sinusoid component at , _EIe 1 (kn - IUe i (k - l in - ])I
iteration k and at iteration Iare 'present This is the 51)- __

..shadow" effect observed in 181. The single-stage analytical Ele *k -- IIn - ]) (I

model will be used to explain how the update algorith~m of where %&e hase assumed that ElIcitkin~l , Ejiev(kin)V(,
the SG Lattice retains this "shadow" component A simple and that Kfý(k) K W,(k)
single-stage model of the recovery error, which measures To evaluate (3). -c determine the for'kard and
the ability of the filter to extract the signal from the input back-sard prerJ.ction errors of an n-tap transserwil filter
%kill also be presented- This is based on the assumption that the espectecd foraard

A detailed two-stage model is derived for the cases of and back-ard prediction errors of the lattice ftiter at ,taer' k
noiseless and noisy input signals. It was shown in 1 51 thai are statisticall\ equal to those of a 1,-,tep transe rsal filter
e'en though the RLS algorithm exhibits superior
convereence characteristics over the LMS algoritnim. its 3. OPTIMAL PARC OR COEFFICIENT
tracking performance is in fact inferior to that of LMS ThisTeonlmdlue tr ita fawpelna
is because convergence and trackine, are different ch he F slicnal mode) useda hocr ithat infu a ivnm l \W inea
phenomena. The results derived in this paper sho%% that this v'iir en in /ht asa oy heiptsinl~k
is also the case for the SG Adaptive Lattice Filter. A here th -ie Jýit
cons-ergence and tracking rates are defined by independent l nI)% c?
paramete!rs. Furthermore, the analysis shows that the kihere nj k) is a iero meain kkhite Gaussian noise ,ii'nal and/ '4 &
PARCOR coefficients are reduced from their optimal 'alues s(k) is a sinus~oidal linear fM\ sienal defined as ')

1869( 11297 7 7:9 1;000)0 1869 S$1.00 c 1991 1 F V
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A,,suifltnl thiit KWu) - (.4 ind neiir,1'1 iOiý ii,
K e~ highei (811 Lin bic c~aiujited to e

ý%er is the base fqctti,\ 'P vs the chirp raie I) ~ tl i i
taitdoi phase that is assumned to be uniformily distfib~utcadI
bet" een -Tr and it. P, is (he signal pos~ef. and P,, is the noieI 1 ,(0 i w ,oC 0b

The characteristics of tht! SG Lattice ~ ttl can tK te~ct i( t ~501 the ,k ari tunda .- Ittt firmi lfwl 4 cl
derised bN assumocn that (he backward arnd tur'%jf ýUtnfini at te otist ttaton amlmo i citijk% 1% ~
prediction erro rs at Staiae n are MJStastcall equal to the foh mkjf- aibe 4bee iuain ~~~
res;peCtis e backu'aid and fbus ard p~rdiction ci ron o)Iano
ni-staee linear predictor [he optimal PAR(COR cewlliejunt
can be obtained b) as.sumtni that the back~ard and lorsard

errors ha% e attained their optimal values r-his can be sho%% r,

sshe~re 2) to ~ be' t  adc

IN,'

The update aleorithm of the SG lattitce algorithm does --.

not permttj the reflection coefficients to artain their optimal
%alocs for the non-stationary chirp FM signal Instead. the '

1.shadowking- effect is obsersed Simulations with complex Figure 3 1 ransfer F-unction of the Expected PA R( )R
FM stenals reveal that the actual reflectton coefficients at Coefficients from Simulation
each iteation contain two frequencies - the fundamental
frequency at the start of the sweep and the swept frequenc'.
at that iteration, The next section will derive a first-order
appro-umatson of the reflection coefficient character ist ics,

___Figure__ Transfer Function of the Eipected PARH( OR
Coefficients from Single-Stagir Moderl

5. SINGLE STAGE RECOVERY FRROR
Figure 2 Transfer Functuon of the Expected Value of the

Optimal PARCOR Coefficients The recover) error in this situation ri-c -urces the
amc~unt of residual signal left in the forward error U~ e shall

4. SINGLE STAGE PARCOR COEFFICIENT derive a simplistic single stage recosery error espression
here The recover% error is defined as

The reflection coefficient update equation is gioen bý
K,.(k +1) = Il -Ied - I n - 1)11 Ký(k) rq(kln) =ei(kin) - n(k) II101

+ lel(kin - llie' (k - I n - 1) Defining
%%here 0 is the forgettine factor (equo-alent to p. in the LNIS q7,fkjr~) -efdkir - 1t - Koý(K)eý(ls - IrIn - I - qtki 40 1
algorithm) For con~enience. -Ae shall drop the subscript% in
n and n- I Taking expectation on both sides, the iterated %%e can rearranee fl01 as
solution of (7) is given biý 7(l(n) - rijk(kln F, l'(Lýe - I in - I4 i

%% here
l)I~ K(0)EI[](l -IIe~ji - 1)1'1 1 (k)l - K,tkll - K-,(1,)

] k meish to determine the qtiantiv I.1I'(iinl,
+ OE el(k - r~ce (k - r - 1) ](1t -01Ie(k - sill ]olý% the mcthodolovs ,and assumptions of ttr >
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El jij(kin) hkfl-
I *

h2 I + o(n - I) 0-
where N 00

M I I -#P_ I !I Pill -0

I + ..(n - 1) .. -

6. TIVO-STAGE ANALYSIS (NOISELESS0 Chirp ,

rhis sectior presents a two-stage analysis of the SG P"
lattice filter assuming that the input contains no noise The figure 5 PNot of j - q frl (dtctr l, • ino .hrp riteN
next section wfll analyze the case with input noise For a The forward and the backt~rd pfcditton rrtoi% of ihe fio.t
to-stage model, the input signal is given by stage are derived from the icroih stage bý the fotto%%me

e1 (kjO) =e.(kt-) = iP- e (14) iterative equations

Lettine a = el' and b = el-. we get ed(kil) ei(kkO) - K,(k)e,(k - 10)

e{(k - rlO)e.(k - r - 110) = P~b'a"'l/a"('L (15) e,.(kll) , ,, U0 K e,{kj0)
The reflection coefficient update formula is given by Defining I - filei(kll): 1 q1  the second relleutior,

K,(k + 1) 11 - ffPIIK.,() - #edkl0)e,(k - 110)(16) coefficient can be written ask-I

Letq= I -diP, Thenfrom(15). KX(k #, l)canbeevaluated K2 (k. 1) =>eOl r t)e>, - r-- ll)q,
to be o-I}

a, - qka't Using the iteration of (20). (21) Lan be evaluated to be
Ka(k + 1) q where K2(k 1) =I I.. t * I, (22)

where
The plot of KI verses iteration number is shown in Figure 7.
The simulation and analytical model results are identical in I, = O6Pb"' (23)
this case 1 , q1

F ro m ( 17) w e se e th a t K ,(k + 1) h a s a tra n s ie n t a n d I -3 It I_ _ d 2 taa-a I "a- , ]
stead> state component The transient component is aa-_q 21,2 - q1
dependent on I - tP, This gives a convergence time (24)
constant of 1

(18 14 ffb1a~ q, q a q 'a' q' 1 a
"a-q a,2 91 qa-q,

OP,(I qak - qIqa+ qi a qa-
When the chirp rate is zero. the term a' - q approaches qa - q, q2 ] q,

unity This gives KI(k + 1) its maximum magnitude. With Examining 11-1. we see that the convergence of
increasing chirp rate this term reduces Kj(k + 1) in the K2(k+1) is dependent both on q and qj. The time constantrelated to q is given by (18)_ The time constant related to q,

0P, is given by
manner shown in Figure 5. where a' - q is graphed as a 1
function of chirp rate for different O3's. flP, PP,( ,2COW- 2q - OP.

To derive the second reflection coefficient K2(k + 1). P - 2•. O• W I- 1 (26)
we shall approximate K1(k + 1) by its steady-state value Figure 6 shows a plot of K2 versus iteration number Note

that the convergence rate of the second stage is slo,,er than
K,(k +) I P b'a'ka*- 2 a (19) th~at of the first The steady-state kalue of K2(k~l) can be

a - derixed to be

- 1871 -



(b ' formula has also bcen den .cd, but shaji not 1w pt , cnifd

I b'2aý (k + + _A* d'. ¢ ue to space conidC iatfons
a 2  'a... (a' -q)2 -

(2 7)

S...... --.-Z. A/I*

4v/4

Real I 1

Sqv

-igurv 7 Real Component of the F:.rst PAR(W()R

- 10000 "eOn )000o ,.o106 Coefficient (KI) with noise

Figure 6 Real Component of the Second PARCOR 8. CONCLUSION
Coefficient (K2) In this paper, we have studied the behavior of the

7. FIRST STAGE ANALYSIS WITH NOISE PARCOR cocfficients of the SG Lattice Filter for a compie %
linear chirp FM in white noise Independent terms khs(h

The general iterated solution for the first reflection define the tracking and convergence rates are derived
coefficient is given by
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